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12 nights Rabaul (festival), Port Moresby, Wewak, Sepik River, Madang, Goroka  
Fully escorted small group soft adventure tour, maximum 8 pax.  
Tour leader: Mrs Jane Toleitau (Ecotourism Melanesia senior guide) 
 
This unique and exciting tour program focuses on tribal culture and features bona fide village experiences and 
private traditional dancing performances in full costume at various destinations en route.  
The 12 night itinerary connects with arriving flights from Asian ports – perfect for visitors from Europe and 
Asia – and is scheduled to commence with the Mask Festival in Rabaul.  
This kind of escorted soft adventure program is purposely designed for independent travellers who may not 
normally join group tours. Independent travel in PNG is expensive due to the high overhead costs of remote 
area transport (boats, charter flights, four wheel drive hire) that are formidable if not shared.  
The small group format also affords private cultural performances and visits to out-of-the-way locations that 
are uneconomical to arrange for independent travellers. 
Ecotourism Melanesia is the only local tour company offering this type of open sign-up soft adventure tour 
that offers very close encounters with local people in their home villages, and their age-old cultures which 
they still perpetuate to this day through their beliefs and ceremonies, dances, dramas and fine arts.  
In the small group situation the program is not only special but flexible and the tour guide is at liberty to vary 
the itinerary if unexpected opportunities arise.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In recent years government funding for the “National” Mask Festival traditionally held in Rabaul has dwindled 
and the organising committee can no longer afford to fly cultural groups in from other parts of PNG. 
Accordingly the festival is slowly morphing from a national festival to a regional festival featuring mainly the 
mask cultures of the New Guinea Islands region (Rabaul, Kavieng, Bougainville, Manus) and is now being 
referred to as the “Rabaul Mask Festival” - at least as a working title until a new official name is decided - 
because the festival always takes place in Rabaul (or actually in Kokopo, the “new Rabaul” that sprang up an 
hour’s drive from old Rabaul after the 1996 volcanic eruption). 
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Mask cultures of other areas of PNG will be seen at other stops on this itinerary. 
There are three major genres of masks: ancestor masks, spirit masks, and fully body masks (tumbuans).  
Ancestor masks are designed to resemble or represent humans and often have holes in the eyes as a 
distinguishing feature. Small masks can be worn on the head during dances or ceremonies while other are 
mounted in homes and men’s spirit houses to represent ancestors. These are common in many provinces. 
Spirit masks represent non-human beings and are often designed to be mounted on walls and gables to 
protect the occupants of a home. These are common in the Sepik and Ramu river basins.  
Tumbuans are also a type of spirit mask but are larger in size and designed to be worn over the head and 
shoulders, or the whole body, during performances of dances and mime that illustrate goings-on in the spirit 
world. These are common around Rabaul and the Sepik area. Goroka’s mud man helmets are also tumbuans. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

VI 

TOUR COST (12 nights) 
USD 7,500 per person based on twin-share or willing-to-share, includes breakfast, most lunches, all 
activities and tours, all ground transport and charter air.  
Does not include scheduled internal flights - you can purchase these tickets from any travel agent or any 
travel website online at best price, cash in your frequent flyer points for award flights, or pay our internal 
air supplement and we will supply them.  
Single supplement USD 1200 for 10 hotel nights only (single room not available at Sepik River).  
25% deposit required to book. 
Pricing subject to change in extenuating circumstances. 
 
ADVISORY NOTES 
1. This is a “wet foot” soft adventure tour that involves climbing in and out of small boats and motor canoes, some 
squelching in mud, some scrambling up riverbanks and sleeping in basic accommodation with intermittent electricity so 
some physical agility and mental resilience is required.  
2. The weather in Wewak, Sepik River and Rabaul will be hot tropical (daily 32 degrees Celsius and hot humid nights) 
with some possibility of rain. 
3. Being a remote area tour we advise there is HIGH likelihood that the itinerary may not run exactly to schedule. Daily 
activities and times are scheduled here with best of intentions but are indicative only. Activity adjustments, 
substitutions, postponements and rearrangements should be expected. There is also MODERATELY HIGH potential for 
MAJOR itinerary disruption due to potential WEATHER impact on flights, boat travel and unsealed road travel and 
unexpected LOGISTICAL issues like closed airstrips, impassable roads, landowner blockades, vehicle breakdowns.  
This COULD mean possibly having to skip or substitute one of the destinations in the itinerary due to disruptions. In such 
case we’ll do our best to provided alternative experiences.  
3. This is a unique small group tour program originally designed and operated by Ecotourism Melanesia and not offered 
by any other tour company. The tour price includes a tour development levy to recoup our outlays on designing, 
reconnoitring, organising and monitoring this remote area program, plus a share of the group leader’s travel costs and 
various other hidden costs like local permits and insurances, off-season retainers for local guides and organisers, air-
freighting of gear and supplies from Port Moresby and so on. 
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TOUR INCLUSIONS 

 Port Moresby airport assistance on arrival and departure 

 Minimum 3 star accommodation (hotel room) with full breakfast at Rabaul (Kokopo), Port Moresby, 
Wewak, Madang, Goroka 10 nights  

 Basic accommodation (hut with camp bedding) and local style or camp style meals at Sepik River 2 nights 

 Lunches during excursions and transfers except where indicated 

 Sightseeing and cultural excursions at Rabaul, Port Moresby, Sepik River, Wewak, Madang, Goroka as per 
itinerary or similar, as prevailing circumstances permit  

 Private tribal sing-sing performances at Sepik River, Madang, Goroka  

 Light aircraft charter from Wewak to Sepik River (or alternative overland transport if air travel not possible) 

 Overland transfers from Sepik River back to Wewak, Madang to Goroka 

 Festival entry passes at Rabaul 

 Throughout the tour:  
- services of a full time tour escort 
- all fees and gratuities for local villages, guides, demonstrators and helpers 
- all airport-hotel transfers  
- all long-haul road travel by late model mini bus or four wheel drive vehicle with bottled water on 
board and two seats per passenger where possible 
- all water travel by open speed boat, skiff or motor canoe with life vests supplied  
- various additional gear that may be required for your safety and comfort in remote areas  
- daily coordination of arrangements by our Port Moresby office 
- 24 hour emergency backup assistance from our Port Moresby office  

 
EXCLUSIONS (NOT INCLUDED) 
 Breakfast Day 1 and lunches as per itinerary 
 Pre-tour accommodation and meals, post-tour accommodation and meals  
 bottled water when staying in hotels (hotel water is safe to drink, or you can boil it in your room, or you 

can buy bottled water from the bar) 
 tips (not expected, and only appropriate for exceptional service) 
 souvenirs and items of a personal nature 
 excess baggage charges - your free allowance on scheduled domestic flights and charter flights is 20 kg  

plus 5 kg carry-on = 25 kg and you can check in additional kilos at your own cost. However, in practice 
tourists can usually get away with carry-on up to 10kg as long as not bulky and “noticeable”. 

 personal items - bring your own favourite snacks, favourite bath soap, favourite toilet roll, quick-dry small 
bath towel, personal medications, personal hygiene requirements, brimmed hat or cap, “amphibious 
footwear” (sandals or quick-dry canvas shoes), insect repellent, sunscreen, personal flashlight, 
battery-operated personal fan. NB Aerosol cans are not permitted on some domestic flights in PNG so 
bring roll-ons or pump-action sprays instead. 
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DAY 01: TUE 06 JULY 2021 PORT MORESBY / RABAUL 
On arrival at Port Moresby airport, pass through passport control and customs 
checks. After exiting the Arrivals Hall you will be met by staff from Ecotourism 
Melanesia holding our sign. (If you do not see anyone waiting for you, please 
wait at the Vodaphone sales outlet and our staff will meet up with you there. 
Our local phone contact number is 7204 6950). If you arrive on an early flight 
our staff will assist you to a nearby hotel to pass the time until your connecting 
flight to Rabaul. You can kill time having breakfast in the restaurant (not 
included), snoozing in an armchair in the lobby or resting in a deck chair at the 
poolside until it’s time to return to the airport. Alternatively we’ll be happy to 
offer you a complimentary short drive-around tour of the city. 
If arriving on a midday or early afternoon flight you will be met and escorted 
directly across to the domestic terminal (5 minutes walk) to board the flight. 
Lunch today is not included – buy your own on your flight, at the airport, at the 
hotel or at any stop during the drive around the city. 
15:10 Air Niugini flight PX74 departs Port Moresby for Rabaul  
16:30 From Rabaul’s Tokua airport, transfer to your accommodation and settle 

in before dinner. From where you are staying you may be able to see the 

continuous ash cloud emanating from the active “baby” volcano, Tavurvur, in 
the distance at Old Rabaul. 
Overnight 3.0 star accommodation, Rabaul/Kokopo – includes breakfast 
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DAY 2: WED 07 JULY 2021 RABAUL (festival and touring day) 

04:30 Rise early and have coffee and biscuits in your room. 
05:00-05:30 Our tour bus will pick you up at your accommodation and 
transport you to Kokopo Beach to witness the “Kinavai” – the arrival of the 
“spirits” that will preside over the festival.  
At 06:00 as the sun rises, witness the canoes carrying the dukduk and 
tumbuan “spirits” arrive on the shore.  
The figures dance on the beach and disappear. They will reappear at the 
festival later in the morning. 
06:30 Return to your hotel for breakfast. 
08:30 Transfer to the festival venue at Kokopo and settle into your seat for 
the first day of the Festival: a combination of static culture displays and 
dance performances. 
There will also be many stalls and displays with local foods and handicrafts 
available for sale.  
Our local guides will interpret the performances for you and will be available 
to accompany you around the festival grounds and explain local culture and 
foods to you.  
12:00 Transfer back to your hotel for lunch (not included, pay-as-you-go). 
13:30 Board the bus for a half day tour of Rabaul district including the 
volcanic caldera of Simpson Harbour and some of the relics left by the 
Japanese garrison in World War 2. 
17:30 Arrive back at your hotel to freshen up and have dinner. 
Overnight 3.0 star accommodation, Rabaul/Kokopo – includes breakfast 

 
 

 
 
 
DAY 3: THU 08 JULY 2021  RABAUL (festival and touring day) 

07:30-08:00 Pick-up for transfer to the second day of the National Mask 
Festival.  
12:00 Depart from the festival grounds and return to your hotel for lunch (not 
included, pay-as-you-go) and freshen up 
13:30 Afternoon boat excursion to the Pigeon Islands and Duke of York Islands. 
There will be an opportunity for snorkelling so bring a change of clothes. 
At the Duke of York Islands a local guide will show you around the village and 
show you how the people live on these over-populated tiny islands. 
17:30 Arrive back at your hotel to freshen up and have early dinner. 
19:00 Transfer to Gaulim village to witness the Baining Fire Dance  
Overnight 3.0 star accommodation, Rabaul/Kokopo – includes breakfast 

 
NB The Rabaul sector of this itinerary is based on previous year Festival programs. Any changes 
in the program announced at short notice are beyond our control. We will do our best to be 
flexible with the tour itinerary so that you see as much as possible during your time in Rabaul 
but we cannot accept claims for refund due to “disappointment” if any events are cancelled or 
inconveniently scheduled during our other planned excursions. Further, due to limited logistical 
capacity the group must move around together under the leadership of the guide. If you wish to 
diverge from the group at any point, you will be responsible for arranging your own independent 
transport (eg taxi or hire car) at your own cost.  
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DAY 4: FRI 09 JULY 2021   RABAUL / PORT MORESBY  
08:00 Breakfast and check out of the hotel 
09:00 Transfer to Rabaul airport  
11:10 Air Niugini flight PX207 departs Rabaul for Port Moresby (direct) 
12:30 On arrival a boxed lunch is provided to eat on the bus to allow maximum 
time for this afternoon’s tour of Port Moresby including the national museum 
and parliament house, nature park (botanical gardens), Bomana War Cemetery 
and an over-water stilt village. 
Overnight 3.0 star hotel, Port Moresby with breakfast  
 

 
 
DAY 5: SAT 10 JULY 2021 WEWAK / SEPIK RIVER (flight and half day river touring) 

04:00 Breakfast and check out (large bags may be stored at hotel reception 
until you return, or alternatively our staff will safe-keep them at our office).  
05:00 Transfer van departs hotel to the domestic terminal in time for bag drop, 
security screening and boarding. 
07:00 Air Niugini flight PX120 departs Port Moresby for Wewak (direct)  
08:20 On arrival at Wewak airport, collect bags and walk a short distance to 
the MAF charter terminal. 
09:15 MAF light aircraft charter departs for Timbunke airstrip on the Middle 
Sepik. (Two flights may be required if you are a large group). 
09:45 On arrival at Timbunke, there will be a warrior challenge followed by 
welcome dance and lunch will be served at the catholic church, prepared by 
the parish ladies group. Here also you will meet up with our local Sepik River 
tour guide with his longboat canoes that will tootle you up and down the river 
over the next two days. 
(NB In the event of unsuitable flying weather or technical problem with the 
aircraft an alternative road trip by bus to Timbunke will be arranged). 
13:00 Depart Timbunke 30 minutes downstream to Tambanum, one of the 
largest villages on the Sepik River which has several small clan spirit houses 
and many homes displaying carvings and woven goods available for sale. This 
will be the best selection at best prices that you will encounter during your 
two day Sepik River visit, so buy up big here. Spend a couple of hours here 
wandering through the village (local people will come out of their houses and 
greet you), inspecting the spirit houses (some of which contain a carved 
“orator’s stool” where the clan leader may sit when addressing the men). Much 
of the village is built on a riverside sandbank so the walking is mainly on firm 
sandy ground with no mud. Later, motor further downstream to a village on 
stilts (Kambaramba or Kanduanam 2) to see how the people live right over the 
water then back upstream to Timbunke and settle in at the guest house before 
sundown. 
Overnight parish guest house, Timbunke (includes mainly local style food with 
bottled water). 
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 DAY 6: SUN 11 JULY 2021 SEPIK RIVER (full day canoe touring) 
07:00 Breakfast  
08:00 Depart Timbunke 30 minutes upstream to Kaminabit, the first of the 
“crocodile cult” villages (Iatmul tribe).  
At Kaminabit there will be a stop at Bowie’s Art Center, a little hut where an 
excellent range of handicrafts and genuine artifacts from all over the Sepik 
Basin is available at bargain prices. 
From Kaminabit one more hour upstream bring you to Kanganaman village 
which boasts the largest Spirit House on the Sepik where you will also hear 
flute and drum players perform. Today a packed lunch is served – prepared by 
the Timbunke parish ladies. 
After lunch, scoot across the river, leave the canoes and walk 30 minutes walk 
inland from the river to Palimbei village which has two lovely Spirit Houses 
packed with artifacts – some are made for sale while others are tribal 
heirlooms not available for sale. 
NB At each village today you will be able to walk around the village, enter the men’s spirit house, 
hear local guides talk about life along the river and especially the crocodile animist religion. 
Some men will show you the “crocodile skin bumps” on their backs and some young men who have 
recently been initiated may show you their fresh scars. 

Depart Palembei for the walk back to the canoe and two hours fast run 
downstream to Timbunke.  
Overnight parish guest house, Timbunke (includes mainly local style food with 
bottled water). 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
DAY 7: MON 12 JULY 2021 SEPIK RIVER / WEWAK (road transfer and town tour) 

07:00 Breakfast 
08:00 Farewell dance performance by the Timbunke people 
09:00 Depart Timbunke by motor canoe 1 hour downstream to the Kanduanam 
Riverside market where you will board a waiting bus for the 3.5 hour drive 
across the Sepik Plains to Wewak, arriving at the hotel mid afternoon.  
For lunch today some packed food is provided by the Timbunke ladies and you 
can also buy your own fruit and other snacks from roadside markets. 
If there is time on arrival in Wewak there will be a bus tour of the town. 
Overnight 3.0 star hotel, Wewak – includes breakfast only. 
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DAY 8: TUE 13 JULY 2021 WEWAK (island day trip) 
07:00 Breakfast 
07:30 Meet up at the lobby and walk down to the town beach to board your 
motor boat for a 45 min ride to tiny Yuo Island, one of the offshore group of 
Wewak Islands.  
You Island is a tropical paradise surrounded by beach, with two small villages 
and some colonial mission ruins in the interior. The cooler morning hours are 
the best time to enjoy this lovely island, so after an initial welcome and 
coconut drink there will be an organised hike around the island which will 
take about 2 hours with stops along the way to look at things and meet local 
people.  
After lunch at the little guest house (yes there will be lots of fish!) you’ll be 
set free to enjoy the island on your own for the rest of the day - walk along 
the beach, paddle a dugout canoe, swim in the warm waters, play games in 
the sand with the village kids who will welcome your company because not 
many visitors come here.  
Masks are available for snorkelling over the coral reef. Sitting or napping in 
the shade of an overhanging tree is another way to enjoy the beach. 
The guest house on the beach also has chairs to sit on, and your guide can 
even arrange a nap inside one of the cool rooms of the bush material guest 
house if you are feeling tired. 
16:30 Depart Yuo Island by motor boat for Wewak 
17:30 the hotel shuttle will pick up the group at the beach for a short drive 
back to the hotel. 
Overnight 3.0 star hotel, Wewak – includes breakfast.  
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DAY 9: WED 14 JULY 2021 WEWAK / MADANG (town and lagoon sightseeing) 

06:00 Breakfast and check out of the hotel 
06:30 Transfer by hotel shuttle to Wewak airport. 
08:00 PNG Air flight CG8573 departs Wewak for Madang  
08:45 on arrival in Madang, transfer to your accommodation and settle in the 
commence today’s touring: an exploration of Madang town and lagoon.  
First up see a fine array of Madang handicrafts at the Madang Resort carver’s 
hut and orchid gardens then stop at the town centre for a browse through the 
fresh produce market. A poke around in a typical Chinese store is also a must! 
Also in the town centre you will see Madang’s resident flying fox colony, a 
love-them-or-hate-them crowd of noisy bickering creatures that inhabits a 
copse of trees in the town square.  
Down on the foreshore, stop at the Coastwatcher’s Lighthouse, Machine Gun 
beach, and the lovely tidal lily ponds of the Madang inlet and the Gold Club 
lily ponds. 
Further out of town you’ll visit the Madang culture museum (if open!) and the 
pretty Balek Grotto which is a cold water sulfur spring where you can feed 
turtles and eels - the site was used for some outdoor scenes in the Pierce 
Brosnan film Robinson Crusoe. You can take a short walk through the 
surrounding tropical gardens and patch of rainforest where you may come 
across birds and other fauna. 
12:00 Return to the hotel for lunch 
13:00 Take a banana boat (small motorised skiff or fibreglass dinghy) for a 
sightseeing and snorkelling excursion in the Madang lagoon.  
First explore the Madang inner harbour and port with its many sheltered 
waterways and tiny tidal lagoons and then the giant outer Madang Lagoon 
which has many small islands, some inhabited by village communities while 
others are home to birds and crabs only.  
Stop at Pik Island to swim, or snorkel over the colourful reef (mask/snorkel 
supplied).   
Overnight 3.0 star hotel, Madang (includes breakfast) 
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DAY 10: THU 15 JULY 2021 MADANG (seaside village and rainforest bat cave excursion) 
08:00am Commence today’s guided touring with a drive out of town past the 
airport and turn off at the side road up Nobnob ridge to the Nobnob lookout 
which offers panoramic views of the Madang coastline - Madang town and 
lagoon to the south east and Karkar Island to the north. 
Back on the main road, drive further out the North Coast road and turn off to 
the historical Alexishafen Catholic mission which during WW2 was occupied in 
turn by both the Japanese and the Allies, with all original mission buildings 
destroyed and later rebuilt. There are many war relics to be seen here, and 
the old mission cemetery. 
Continue another 20 minutes drive out the north coast road to Rempi Lagoon, a 
picturesque coastal lagoon protected by a line of tiny islands running parallel 
to the beach. More of the Robinson Crusoe movie was shot here at Rempi 
Lagoon and in the adjacent rainforest on shore. On arrival at Rempi village the 
locals will welcome you with a sing-sing then paddle you out to the little 
islands in a native dugout canoe and you can explore the tiny islands – walk 
around one in just a few minutes - then paddle back to shore again. Don’t 
hesitate to ask for your turn with the paddle, it’s great fun paddling even if 
you go around in circles  The local dugout canoes have stabilising outrigger 
arms which prevent them from tipping over. And wherever you see a flash of 
brilliant colours in the water you can jump out with a mask and flippers for a 
spot of reef snorkelling.  
Back at Rempi village a local style seafood lunch is prepared for you 
(included), some fish barbequed under hot stones or coals and some local 
vegetables cooked with coconut and seafood in traditional clay pots. 
After lunch, say farewell to the lagoon and head inland 10 minutes drive to the 
Warwin Creek rainforest. Here a 2 hour hike through the pristine rainforest is 
available if you enjoy reasonable physical fitness. There is a steep descent to 
the creek at the start and a steep climb out of the gully at end, with most of 
the hike following the verdant creek itself – the walking track crosses the creek 
many times so you will be up to your ankles or knees in water a lot of the time 
and your shoes will get thoroughly soaked (fortunately there are no leeches or 
other nasties as the creek is quite fast-flowing). The hike includes a foray into 
a limestone cave with stalactites and a small stream running through it. The 
cave is inhabited by thousands of tiny bats which feed off gnats and other 
insects in the cave. You may also spot the occasional small python lying in wait 
for a hapless bat. Your guide will provide flashlights for exploring the cave. 
Further downstream from the cave is a lovely swimming hole with a series of 
pretty cascades where you can jump in for a fun swim before completing the 
hike by climbing back up to the road. (If you are not a good hiker, a shorter 
forest walk on flat ground is available, skipping the creek and the bat cave.) 
Late afternoon, drive back to your accommodation in time to catch the 
tropical sunset before dinner.  
Overnight 3.0 star hotel, Madang (includes breakfast) 
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DAY 11: FRI 16 JUL 2021 MADANG / GOROKA (full day scenic road transfer / tour) 
07:00 Breakfast and check out 
08:00 Board your private bus for the 8 hour drive to Goroka, with stops. 
The first half of the journey follows the flat coastal highway with Astrolabe Bay 
on the left and many roadside villages with market stalls to your right.  
The road passes through some delicious patches of tropical jungle but these 
soon give way to the open ground of the Transgogol, a wide river plain 
enveloping the Gogol and Nuru Rivers and their mess of tributaries which dump 
mud everywhere during the wet season. Fortunately however the mud is 
nutritional volcanic soil from upstream and much of the Transgogol floodplain 
has been planted with hardy oil palms which cope well with the floods.  
The highway loosely follows the Nuru River south west for fifty kilometres 
through hilly terrain as fra as Usino where the river peters out and the highway 
takes a wide bend through 90 degrees to follow the Ramu River valley south 
east towards Lae. The Ramu Valley is an agricultural wonderland with farms 
galore. Sugar cane fields, cattle grazing country.  
Shortly after the Ramu Sugar Factory the highway crosses the Ramu River for 
the first time and enters the Morobe Province for about 10 kilometres until the 
highway forks with one prong heading straight down to Lae and the right turn 
taking you up through the precipitous Kassam Pass to the Yonki Dam. As your 
bus climbs up into the PNG Highlands you may notice the change in atmosphere 
as you pass through the temperature inversion layer from the steamy coastal 
tropics to the cool dry air of the highlands.  
Lunch today will be a boxed lunch provided by your hotel and you are welcome 
to stop the bus at any point to buy any goodies you see at roadside markets. 
The bus will make a lunch stop at the Yonki Dam where you can eat your 
packed lunch (if you have not already devoured it in the bus!). Apart from the 
lunch stop your guide will schedule a few other toilet stops during the journey 
but don’t expect anything flash  
16:00 On arrival in Goroka settle into your accommodation then your guide will 
lead you on a leg-stretching walk around the nearby streets to check out any 
lingering markets and visit a shop for any needful things. 
Overnight 3.0 star hotel, Goroka – includes breakfast  
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DAY 12: SAT 17 JULY 2021 GOROKA (full day village touring) 
07:00 Breakfast at the hotel 
08:00 Meet up with your guide at reception and commence a full day touring  
Goroka and villages. 
 - Mt Kiss lookout (see most of Goroka town and the adjacent Asaro Valley) 
- JK McCarthy Museum of Highlands Culture (if open) 
- fresh produce market (vegetables, pigs, chickens) 
- handicrafts market (woven bilum bags are the best buy) 
Later drive 30 minutes out of town to the Asaro Valley, home of the famed Asaro 
mud men. Here you will be treated to a private mud men performance - a little 
corny but a lot of fun and great photography. The Asaro people have long had a 
tradition of crafting fierce looking clay helmets worn during tribal fights in the old 
days to frighten the enemy. The helmets are also worn for traditional dancing and 
drama performances demonstrating how their ancestors confronted enemy tribes 
wearing their scary mud helmets, their bodies smeared with grey mud, looking like 
evil ghosts. After the dance (or “prance”) you’ll be shown how the clay helmets are 
made, and you’ll have an opportunity to try one on yourself. As an added bonus you 
may also witness a cane-swallowing ritual. 
Local style lunch is served at Asaro. 
From Asaro, drive 30 minutes to Kennedy village where the people live an even 
more traditional lifestyle in round huts made of bush materials. The village is a 
typical rural highlands community with smoky cooking fires and pigs wandering 
around. At the village you’ll be welcomed by a traditional “sing-sing” group 
with a wide age-range of villagers involved from elderly people down to small 
kids. Walk by a number of homes to see locals engaged in different daily chores 
and activities including cooking, house building, making and using bows and 
arrows, weaving “bilum” string bags, fashioning “kundu” hand drums from 
hollow logs and a special demonstration of funerary rites. On the land around 
the village you’ll see people engaged in vegetable gardening (the highlands 
climate is perfect) and tending their coffee crops. Organic coffee grown on 
smallholder blocks is the major local cash crop. This is “sustainable 
community-based tourism” at its best. 
Overnight 3.0 star hotel, Goroka (includes breakfast) 
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DAY 13: SUN 18 JULY 2021   GOROKA / PORT MORESBY / FLY OUT  
07:00 Breakfast and check out of the hotel 
08:15 Transfer by hotel shuttle to Goroka airport 
10:15 Air Niugini flight PX161 departs Goroka for Port Moresby 
11:05 on arrival our staff will assist you with your onward arrangements. 
Connecting international flights are available to Brisbane, Cairns and Manila. 
 
OR take a connecting 2 or 3 night extension to 
TUFI 
ALOTAU 
TROBRIAND ISLANDS 
SOGERI JUNGLE VILLAGE 

 

 
 

 

 
 


